Ceramic and Drawing Workshop in Umbria May 2019
5 - 12 May New Dates: 1 Sept - 8 Sept 2019
Centred around Villa Pia, Lippiano, and set just south of Tuscany, this Course derives its
inspiration from working within the stunning landscapes, and Medieval village architecture.
(Below is further detailed Workshop information, as well as last years ).
We will be also be organizing a day coach trip to visit the Medieval hilltop towns of
Perugia and Arezzo.
Whilst at Villa Pia, you will also have the opportunity to join the Wild Flower & Garden
Design Course Group walks, run by the horticulturist Rosie Yeomans’, where you will see
meadows of wild flowers, orchids and woodland flora, alongside spectacular landscape
views.
You will be staying at Villa Pia, which is a large, beautiful family villa, within 5 acres of
land, and with 2 swimming pool and tennis courts.
The price of this Course includes: full board, with locally prepared Italian cuisine,
transport to and from Perugia Aerport, and all materials.
The price of this Course, excluding flights, is £900 each.
The best flight is from Stansted to Perugia by Ryan Air.
All the rooms can be made up as twin beds, doubles or triples as needed , if people want to
share a triple bed, we could be flexible on price.
If you want a single room, there’s a £100 supplement.
See details and photographs of facilities available, as well as the application form on the
Villa Pia website: www.villapia.com
If you have any queries about visiting Villa Pia, please email Morag Cleveland at:
villapia@villapia.com
And any queries about this Course, please email Robert or Ruth, on:
ruthfranklin3@gmail.com
1robert4cooper@gmail.com
We very much hope that this Course might interest you, and I look forward to hearing from
you.
All the best
Ruth and Robert

